
Bottom Up Innovation DNA



E   X   C   U   R   S   U   S

Lecture Keynotes 
At the beginning of each deck, as 
brief overview or abstract along with 
a brief history of its origin date, first 
presentation or generation

Mid deck summaries of the main 
points for clarity & flow

Mid deck enhanced explanation of 
the details behind the main points 
for clarity and flow



Summary and History;

E   X   C   U   R   S   U   S

The Bottom Up Innovation technique involves an applied research approach, 
working on modifying actual mundane project types with market advantageous 
modifications. Value Office TM  is used as an example of innovation on a basic 
building type in real time for actual projects by adopting a market based value 
added proposition favored by clients combined with a creative capacity desired by 
architects. This particular iteration of the talk frames the Bottom Innovation 
concept around the research efforts into the distortions of tilt wall construction 
technology on both market commodified building types via Patents, technological 
modifications and increased density. 

This talk was originally given in St. louis in 2018. It has been given since in 
various iterations and locations including Denver, Atlanta, Phoenix and Dallas. 



The big idea here is;

E   X   C   U   R   S   U   S

The first segment of this talk deals with establishing the idea that innovation is not 
solely the domain of Starchitects and or Academics & the Academy. 
The is an assumed barrier to entry on research for the every day architect, 
namely the cost of it. Not to mention the resources and willing clients. But 
Research per say has a much wider band width than the budget less 
experimentation that seems to define its as a discipline. 



Thesis………The sometimes 
challenges of top down 

innovation ….invite occasions for 
bottom up innovation……



Top down innovation happens 
in the Avant-Garde area of 

architectural practice 

Bottom up innovation happens 
in the Mainstream area of 

practice

WTF (DTM)



Top down innovation happens 
in the Avant-Garde area of 

architectural practice 



Explainer
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What is an avant grade practice?  Some description of the origin of the notion of 
the avant garde, its evolution from art to architecture and its manifestation in 
Starhitetcure. 

Main points- Very few architects ever get access to the media

Who curates that decision?

Why do so many apparently bona fide avant garde projects look the same?

Or have no budget?



















Ok-lets talk about innovation from the ag side- what does it look 
like?

In general form, this is the architect’s dilemma- the desire and 
general mind set of being on the cutting edge of form making in 
some way.

There are many forces that converge in the conception of 
architectural form and its imagination, propositions and 
ultimately its performance culturally or functionally or 
environmentally.

The Muses are not Amused
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Reference to an article here by Jorge Silvetti- The Muses are not Amused, 
Harvard Design Magazine.
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These are all attempts to stimulate 
the production of meaningful 
form. They are derived mostly from 
the influences happening in 
discourses outside of architecture in 
many ways. 
Cultural issues, social, economic, 
ideological and technological or 
methodological.



Cultural issues, social, economic, 
ideological – things like

precedent
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………..and technological or 
methodological

technology
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Here I am switching to point out that “technology” need not mean inaccessible 
university computing power and other outre forms of invention. That technology 
can be much more down to earth. Like tilt wall construction…..



yet technological innovation isn’t 
always 3d printing, robotic 

assembly, graphite, titanium or 
polycarbonate, and lofted Boolean 

equations….Think Old Tech….





CODA- Criticality is out and 
Projectivity is in…..otherwise said 
AG is in a panic…..rumblings in 
academia

George Baird
“’Criticality’ and its Discontents”



Michael Speaks- Arch Record 
2002

Abandon “resistance” ( AG / 
Criticality) in favor of a new, 
alternative and efficaciously 
integrated architecture that takes 
cues from contemporary 
business management…..model



Rem Koolhaas

“maybe some of our most interesting 
engagements are uncritical, emphatic 
engagements , which deal with the 
sometimes insane difficulty of an 
architectural project to deal with the 
incredible accumulation of economic, 
cultural political and also logistical 
issues”



Explainer
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Here we are transitioning to what defines an everyday practice- one which may 
want,  or need to, take advantage of research but in a more quotidian manner…..



Bottom up innovation happens in 
the Mainstream area of practice 

(Practices that deal with the market- everyday 
projects and programs- the stuff you see driving 
home)



How do you know as an architect if you are 
mainstream ( you can’t believe how out of touch 
most architects are to believe they are SOMEHOW 
not)???

If you have EVER been selected for a project 
based upon competitive fee- you’re 
mainstream baby.



So How do, or how can, architects deal with 
“the Market”?



Post Great Recession, no business, profession or trade is 
planning to take up where it left off before this historic economic event. 
They all get the new normal. Architects however give every indication 
that they just need to wait until the clients “come back”. When it 
does, it will not come back to them. 



They seem to miss the meaning in the new normal-There are no 
more clients, only markets now. . Architects will have to “go 
to” the new market with a product rather than waiting for the market to 
come back requesting our services. The value proposition of 
architecture has changed. Innovation in mainstream every day practice  
requires that we understand markets don’t behave like 
clients…first example-it is open 24/7/365………



So in some ways the Market is an abstraction, 
like a place that exists only virtually and thus 
is vulnerable to wide “interpretation” when it 
comes to its effect on, its interaction with,  
something like architecture. 

Here's how we interpreted the opportunity of 
the market- which led to our INNOVATIONS
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First I show what we did in or normal practice as matter of daily continuity… 



“….In reviewing and studying the works and 
intentional practice of Powers Brown 
Architecture, an old saying came to mind; 
“architecture does not have to be for special 
occasions”. Powers Brown knows this and has built 
a practice working in realms that are most often 
avoided…….In some ways Powers Brown is 
pioneering a hybrid of critical and commercial 
practice, striking a balance between the two. It is a 
young growing firm, moving forward without the 
prejudice and predetermination that often narrows 
the field of operation. I expect Joe Powers, Jeffrey 
Brown and their team will set an example others 
will eventually follow.”

-Michael Rotondi 
in preface to NeoArchitecture



SEISMIC EXCHANGE



INTERMARINE OPERATIONS CENTER



ADVANCE POLYBAG, INC.



ROY KELLY MULTIMODAL TERMINAL



GALVESTON TRANSIT CENTER



METRO LRT



FORT BEND VETERANS MEMORIAL





Washington & Jefferson University
Addition / Renovation of Student Rec Center

Location Washington PA Cost $20million
Area Rec=27,375 Reno=121,205
Completion Fall 2017



Westchase Long Range Plan
sustainable parcel development

Location Houston, TX
Area 4.3 squre miles
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Then we transition to our focus on our use of tiltwall  as a more liminal opprtunity



Tiltwall Construction

Research Division
Market Differentiator

beyond just
cool design…………







=



TiltLab TM

So- We had a parallel accidental expertise in Tilt Wall 
building types….which we commoditized, branded and 
applied to the ‘normal” problems and building types we 
most often were commissioned to undertake.

• SSB TM

• Largest building
• Tiltwallism- we wrote the book on it
• Tallest panel
• Product Development
• Six story Load bearing Building
• Value Office TM

• Blast / Progressive Collapse



Small Smart Boxes TM





Worlds Largest tilt wall building
4.26 million Square feet



DAIKIN
TX TECHNOLOGY PARK



Worlds Tallest Tilt Wall Panel
113’ feet



OBSERVATION TOWER:
GENERATION PARK 
OBSERVATION TOWER



Worlds First Six story 
load bearing 
tilt wall building



Sierra Pines II



Worlds first DoD level 4 Blast and 
Blast resistant / progressive Collapse 
building



This research was recently published in 

The Construction Specifier, August 2011 

Protective Design Center (PDC)
Army’s center of expertise for engineering services 
related to force protection and protection design

Lead developer and resources of Security Related 
UFC Documents

To date, the Progressive Design Council (PDC) has 
taken no objection to the research.



Tiltwallism-
we literally 
wrote the book 
on the subject….





Value Office TM





The big idea here is;
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Our most successful foray into integrating research into our practice was built 
around integrating then advancing the use of tilt wall construction on office 
buildings. We eventually were able, without a major capital investment at first, to 
create a unique and marketable “product line”, a commodity of sorts- think back to 
the eerie similarity and thus commodity like appearance of certain tropes in the 
avant garde, called Value OfficeTM . 

We have become known world wide for our innovation in this area. We have been 
both celebrated for thinking “outside of the box” and no requirement for Boolean 
lofting, budget busting project costs and cost overruns to achieve the “vision”. We 
have also been excoriated for embracing “commodification” in the scared 
discourse of meaningful form making….



Bottom Up Innovation DNA



So what does Bottom up Innovation look like 
inside of a mainstream everyday building type 
of practice? In the Context of TiltLab……



A quick run through how developments sponsored by 
stretching the technology of tilt wall to meet the market 
needs , formal needs and limitations of OFFICE 
buildings might lead to something outside of this 
building type in three steps……



Step 1 – lets look at the one building type that for one 
reason or another ( there are very real reasons) has 
been at the fore front of driving load bearing tilt wall to 
“unprecedented heights”….Office buildings. 



Load bearing tall walls are NOT 
solely the province of Tilt Wall….

But
There 
Is
A
Big
Difference
In 
thickness

14 INCHES30 FEET

119’

92’
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Here I am using a series of slides from an actual marketing deck in which we 
teach clients and markets that using loadbearing tilt wall actually IMPROVE the 
value proposition of class A office product….and lower the cost of construction 
while minimizing  or eliminating design / aesthetic restrictions….



Conventional Construction
A typical office product based on a 25,300 sf floor
plate and constructed conventionally has…

perimeter columns
columns in lease areas
43’-0” deep lease area along perimeter
total columns used = 40

Based on a preliminary pricing exercise
completed in May 2007, this floor plate
constructed at 4 stories would cost
approximately $10.9 million.

ground floor plan

typical floor plan



Tilt Wall Construction
By comparison, the same 25,300 sf floor plate
built utilizing tilt wall construction has…

no columns at the building’s perimeter
5’ leasing grid
45’-0” column free lease space along
perimeter
centrally located data/electrical rooms
total columns used = 12

Based on a preliminary pricing exercise, this floor
plate constructed at 4 stories would cost
approximately $8.8 million…

a savings of $2.1 million over conventional
construction.

ground floor plan

typical floor plan

a savings of 10% in steel tonnage



structural grid

structural strategy

progressive collapse

5-story tilt wall

floor plate / core
relationship to building skin



structural grid

5-story tilt wall

floor plate / core
fenestration



The following is an analysis which isolates the building shell components in order to give a cost of work 
delta between the two systems. This is based on similar 4 story office building shells. Remember this is 
only a high level analysis indicative of systems that are substantially different between the two 
construction methods with all other factors remaining the same.

Division Steel & Precast Tilt Wall
Concrete $9.45 $17.00
This is the cost of precast panels vs the cost of tiltwall panels

Steel $30.00 $13.58
This is the reduction of structural steel required at the perimeter of the building

Sealants $0.54 $0.36
This is the difference in quantity of panel joints to be sealed

Subtotal $39.99 $30.94

As you can see a $9.05/sf delta savings by going with an economical tiltwall system has a large impact on 
overall project costs. ($724,000 on an 80,000sf building shell)



2- story 15’-30’ wide panel





3- story 15’ wide panel





4- story 15’ wide panel







So we were plateaued in the 
market with a pretty good product-

everywhere but Washington 
DC…. 



Where
Competition drove us to research

blast resistant tilt up



We produced a collaborative white paper that was conducted as a 
“thought experiment;” the criteria for which was DoD Low Level Blast 
Resistance.

In January 2010 we were provoked to explore the potential of adopting 
the Value Office technology to Blast Resistance and Progressive 
Collapse Resistance.



The following is an analysis which isolates the building shell components in order to give a cost of work 
delta between the two systems. This is based on similar 4 story office building shells. Remember this is 
only a high level analysis indicative of systems that are substantially different between the two 
construction methods with all other factors remaining the same.

Division Steel & Precast Tilt Wall
Concrete $9.45 $17.00
This is the cost of precast panels vs the cost of tiltwall panels

Steel $30.00 $13.58
This is the reduction of structural steel required at the perimeter of the building

Sealants $0.54 $0.36
This is the difference in quantity of panel joints to be sealed

Subtotal $39.99 $30.94

As you can see a $9.05/sf delta savings by going with an economical tiltwall system has a large impact on 
overall project costs. ($724,000 on an 80,000sf building shell)



cost premium for blast resistant construction*

Description Value Office Conventional Construction
Foundation $ 0.25 $0.25 
Tilt Panels $ 0.50 -
Increased Steel $ 2.00 $ 3.00 
Glass $5.00 $5.00 
OH & P $0.25 $0.25 

Totals $8.00  $ 8.50

Due to the lack of “real” data, we focused on components and materials 
that appeared to be the driver of most of the adaptations and modifications.

We concluded two things- it appeared to be feasible…and that an actual 
test case was the only way to prove it.



Annapolis Junction – Lot 6



FBI Atlanta
3-story Value Office

Area  120,000
Cost  8,400,000
Completion  TBD



Then we extended that research 
into

progressive collapse & blast 
resistant tilt up



GOAL:

UNDERSTAND THE 
DETAILING AND COSTS
TO UPGRADE A 
CONVENTIONAL VALUE 
OFFICE BUILDING TO 
MEET PROGRESSIVE 
COLLAPSE & BLAST 
RESISTANCE



Sentry Gateway Building 100: 
a conventional “Value-Office” structure
designed by Powers Brown Architecture. Constructed in 2010 in San 
Antonio, Texas, the building includes:

98,250 sf 3-Story value office
32,750 sf floor plate
30’ wide reinforced concrete tilt wall panels
punched aluminum storefront windows
curtainwall entry feature
composite steel and concrete floor deck
steel joist and metal deck roofing structure

The facility also incorporates functioning sunscreens at the storefront 
windows and is partially clad in Texas limestone at the front and back 
entry features.  All parking is on-site and at grade.

The MEP systems are consistent with conventional office buildings 
and include blow-down roof top units.  These systems do not impact 
the progressive collapse and blast requirements.

COMPARATIVE



Costs
Based on actual construction costs, this core and shell building cost approximately $6.2 million.



For the same value office building to be designed to meet Progressive Collapse and 
Blast Resistance we need to describe the modifications and process…

…we actually had to calculate 
and engineer the modifications 

based upon a known entity.



Study Parameters

Progressive Collapse Analysis

UFC 4-023-03 (July 2010)
Occupancy Category III per UFC 3-301-01 (Jan 2010)

Blast-Resistance Analysis

Medium Level of Protection
Threats per UFC 4-010-01 (Jan 2007-2010)
Conventional Construction Standoff

148’ to Perimeter
82’ to Internal Parking

These parameters meet most stringent leasing requirement
requests in local markets; therefore, if we meet these
requirements, the building can be leased to any DoD entity.



Progressive Collapse Theory
Progressive Collapse is defined in the commentary of
the American Society of Civil Engineers Standard 7
Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other
Structures (ASCE 7) as

The spread of an initial local failure from element
to element, eventually resulting in the collapse of
an entire structure or a disproportionately large
part of it.

Sustain local damage with the structural system
as a whole remaining stable and not being
damaged to an extent disproportionate to the
original local damage.

Structures are designed to limit the effects of
local collapse and to prevent or minimize
progressive collapse.



Progressive Collapse Theory
Progressive Collapse is defined in the commentary of
the American Society of Civil Engineers Standard 7
Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other
Structures (ASCE 7) as

The spread of an initial local failure from element
to element, eventually resulting in the collapse of
an entire structure or a disproportionately large
part of it.

Sustain local damage with the structural system
as a whole remaining stable and not being
damaged to an extent disproportionate to the
original local damage.

Structures are designed to limit the effects of
local collapse and to prevent or minimize
progressive collapse.



Blast Resistance Theory
Medium Level of Protection
Threats per UFC 4-010-01 (Jan 2007)
Conventional Construction Standoff

148’ to Perimeter
82’ to Internal Parking

OC III Design Requirement
Two requirements must be satisfied: Alternate Path 
and Enhanced Local Resistance. The consequence 
of collapse is greater for this Occupancy Category, 
which also increases the probability of a
deliberate attack. 

Level of resistance to loss of a column or wall is 
provided by the Alternate Path method. Additional 
protection is provided by minimizing the likelihood of 
a non-ductile failure of the columns and walls at the 
building perimeter, in the first story above grade, 
through the Enhanced Local Resistance requirement. 



Blast Resistance Theory
Medium Level of Protection
Threats per UFC 4-010-01 (Jan 2007)
Conventional Construction Standoff

148’ to Perimeter
82’ to Internal Parking

OC III Design Requirement
Two requirements must be satisfied: Alternate Path 
and Enhanced Local Resistance. The consequence 
of collapse is greater for this Occupancy Category, 
which also increases the probability of a
deliberate attack. 

Level of resistance to loss of a column or wall is 
provided by the Alternate Path method. Additional 
protection is provided by minimizing the likelihood of 
a non-ductile failure of the columns and walls at the 
building perimeter, in the first story above grade, 
through the Enhanced Local Resistance requirement. 



OUR PROCESS…



SCENARIO 1 removal of 30’ of wall across a panel joint

sketch of area removed

tilt-up wall model

concrete shell 
elements

link elementin-plane 
restraint

out-of-plane 
restraint

pin restraint



SCENARIO 1 removal of 30’ of wall across a panel joint

wall panel shell stress and deflected shape (x100)

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL



SCENARIO 1 removal of 30’ of wall across a panel joint

R3

R1

R2

R3 = 34 kips

R2 = 99 kips

R1 = 63 kips

N3

N2

N1

N3 = 22 kips

N2 = 82 kips

N1 = 89 kips

5 6

4

2

3

1 1st floor

2nd floor

3rd floor

vertical and horizontal links



deflected shape (x100)

BLAST PERFORMANCE of 30’ of a single panel



deflected shape (x100)

BLAST PERFORMANCE of 30’ of a single panel



+ = $19
premium

( )





This research was recently published in 

The Construction Specifier, August 2011 

Protective Design Center (PDC)
Army’s center of expertise for engineering services 
related to force protection and protection design

Lead developer and resources of Security Related 
UFC Documents

To date, the Progressive Design Council (PDC) has 
taken no objection to the research.



And we discovered that a 300+ 
ton crane was required to do this 

government work- usually at a 
cost of less than $1 per square 

foot



AJBP 7 / 8



AJBP 7 / 8
4-story Value Office

Area  126,400 SF 
Cost  $85/SF
Completion  2013 / 2014



So- we applied this thinking of 30’ 
panels to our 3 story wheel house 
market-and created a mini boom 

with the 25’ glass line…

3- story 30’ wide panel
And no 300 ton crane….at first…





typical tilt wall column-free exterior walls



Then we speculated about 30’ 
wide 4 story panels in the “normal” 
market- they reproduced the exact 

glassline of pre-cast and 
curtainwall….



4- story 30’ wide panel- which 
kicked in that 300 ton crane. 

Which it turns out is no additional 
cost in many markets….



Connection Park
3.5-story Value Office

Area  146,471 SF
Cost  TBD
Completion  TBD



CORE Parkway Central



CORE Parkway Central



WestGate 1, 2 and 3



MMHS MOB
4-story Value Office

Area  102,000 SF
Cost  $8,845,517
Completion  Spring 2015



Dow Lake Jackson OB
4-story Value Office

Area  240,000 SF
Cost  $21,804,263
Completion  May 2015



Milestone Parkway
4-story Value Office

Area  120,000 SF
Cost  $8,400,000
Completion  TBD



Everson Development
4-story Value Office

Area  240,000 SF
Cost  TBD
Completion  TBD



The speculative developer office 
market has a gap from 6 stories to 

10 stories- created by the high-
rise code costs. So at 4 stories, 

we were leaving 2 on the table….
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Large Opening Panel



How It Works



How It Works



5- story 30’ wide panel
4 +1 stack

60’ wide top panel



WestGate 1, 2 and 3



typical tilt wall column-free exterior walls



WestGate 1, 2 and 3



WestGate 1, 2 and 3



Stream Greenhouse



Stream Greenhouse



Legacy at Fallbrook
5-story Value Office

Area  218,250 SF
Cost  $16,368,750
Completion  May 2015



Legacy at Fallbrook



Westway Plaza
5-story Value Office

Area  323,921 SF
Cost  $26.4 Million
Completion  Fall 2015





6- story 25-35’ wide panel
4 +2 stack



Sierra Pines II



Sierra Pines II



Sierra Pines II
6-story Value Office

Area  162,181 SF
Cost  $18,000,000
Completion  December 2014



Sierra Pines II



Katy Ranch Crossing
6-story Value Office

Area  157,497 SF
Cost  $12,000,000
Completion  TBD



Memorial Herman Cypress
6-story Value Office

Area  157,497 SF
Cost  $12,000,000
Completion  TBD



Confidential
6-story Value Office

Area  252,000 SF
Cost  TBD
Completion  TBD
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Here I am segueing to how we expanded the notion of height in tilt wall, from 
office buildings, to other building types tilt wall as a technology had already made 
a foray into but not achieved maximized potential on.  



Step 1 – lets look at the one building type that for one 
reason or another ( there are very real reasons) has 
been at the fore front of driving load bearing tilt wall to 
“unprecedented heights”….

Step 2- lets just take a quick tour of the inventory of 
building types that or which have been undertaken with 
the tilt wall method….



Religious-24
Libraries-4
Municipal-33
Government-4
Shopping / retail / Entertainment-95
Museums-4
Art / Cultural /Infrastructure-5

Industrial / Manufacturing-86

Sports-5
Education, Hospitality, Housing



RELIGIOUS: 
CHAPEL OF ST. IGNATIUS
STEVEN HOLL ARCHITECTS



LIBRARY: 
WHITE TANK BRANCH LIBRARY & 
NATURE CENTER
DWL ARCHITECTS + PLANNERS



MUNICIPAL: 
SELWYN DISTRICT COUNCIL HQ
ATHFIELD ARCHITECTS



GOVERNMENT: 
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 
OFFICE OF DISABILITY ADJUTICATION AND REVIEW



RETAIL: 
TOWN CENTRE AT LAUREL



• museums

MUSEUM: 
SLAM - NEW EAST BUILDING
DAVID CHIPPERFIELD 
ARCHITECTS



ART / INFRASTRUCTURE:
GENERATION PARK 
OBSERVATION TOWER



INFRASTRUCTURE:
1800 MILITARY TRAIL PARKING 
GARAGE



Manufacturing



INDUSTRIAL:
BAY AREA BUSINESS PARK



SPORTS:
TRITON BALLPARK AND MARYE 
ANNE FOX CLUBHOUSE
GENSLER



EDUCATION: 
LONE STAR COLLEGE ENERGY 
AND MANUFACTURING INSTITUTE
HUITT-ZOLLARS



HOSPITALITY: 
EMBASSY SUITES LOS MARLINS



HOUSING:
PLANAR HOUSE
STEVEN HOLL ARCHITECTS



Step 1 – lets look at the one building type that for one 
reason or another ( there are very real reasons) has 
been at the fore front of driving load bearing tilt wall to 
“unprecedented heights”….

Step 2- lets just take a quick tour of the inventory of 
building types that or which have been undertaken with 
the tilt wall method

Step 3- lets speculate about how exploiting the 
newfound achievable heights in office may apply to 
different building types and problems…



92’



Type office building 
wall section

Elements required for 
constructability



?

?

Now what are the possibilities?



Industrial-86



INDUSTRIAL: 
NAIOP DISTRIBUTION CENTER OF THE 
FUTURE COMPETITION WINNER
WARE MALCOMB







Manufacturing-86



MANUFACTURING: 
ADVANCE POLYBAG

90’



Education- k-12 and higher ed- use 
Klein and UH Lab



Klein HS 5 Competition



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5





CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 534.8 ACRES



Housing- East River 



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



• east river

CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



CASE STUDY: EAST RIVER MULTI-FAMILY



Performance Theatre



CASE STUDY: WYLY THEATER 



CASE STUDY: WYLY THEATER 

FLY LOFT

STAGE

ENTRANCE

ROOF 
TERRACE

MECH



4-story 30’ panel height

2-story 60’ panel height



4-story 30’ panel height

2-story 60’ panel height

FLY LOFT

STAGE

ENTRANCE

ROOF 
TERRACE MECH



FLY LOFT

STAGE

ENTRANCE

ROOF 
TERRACE MECH



CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5

Or- why not 8 levels?



4-story panel height

4-story panel height





The big idea here is;

E   X   C   U   R   S   U   S

In conclusion we want to illustrate that Bottom up Innovation is a framework for 
pushing boundaries and that once engaged, many branch opportunities begin to 
develop. 
Illustrated on the last few slides is the very early work we did that eventually 
developed into out award winning patent – Geoform. 



Product Development
GeoForm



30 60 90

(JOINTS / EDGES)

(APERTURES)

DETAILS
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CASE STUDY: KLEIN I.S.D HIGH SCHOOL NO. 5

My own thoughts are that it is not the medium you work 
in its what you do with it to generate content.

To bring it full circle- Bottom up Innovation is there 
when or if you look for opportunities in the everyday. For 
us Tilt Wall Technology was a catalyst for invention and 
market differentiating advantage.

Yours?
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